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Abstract: The technology for electric powered automobile wireless charging are reviewed using the
method of inductive coupling. WPT is the switch of electrical electricity from the energy supply to a load
without using physical connectors. WPT circuitry is located inside the car which gets activated while
the vehicle reaches the charging location. The number one coil is supplied from the charging station.
Flux is radiated out of the primary coil and receives triggered with secondary coil gift within the
Electric vehicle (EV). The induced voltage from secondary coil is then regulated, rectified and used to
rate the EV battery. In this mission a miniature version of electric automobile is charged in an powerful
way without the use of cables and different plug-in technology. wireless energy transmission is done and
control over electromagnetic induction and powerful charging of battery will be carried out.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The first man to theorize about “wireless” electrical power switch changed into Nicola Tesla in 1896. The running
principle is just like that of a transformer and is based totally on the legal guidelines of magnetic induction. A primary
circuit, called a transmitter, generates a time-varying magnetic subject. A secondary circuit receives this field, known as
the receiver, which is related to the tool to be powered. The maximum important parameters to do not forget are
sincerely the space between the 2 circuits and their alignment. terrible alignment and a highly huge distance degrade
overall performance and make strength transfer inefficient. Magnetic induction charging uses the strength exchange
between two pads, one located on the ground and one beneath the automobile. The charging pad (on the ground) is
approximately 1 m2, while the receiving pad (on the auto) is enclosed in a small device. Similarly to the pad optionally
installed on the vehicle, the infrastructure consists of an induction charging station.
A receiver (receiving coil) is located on the bottom of the automobile, while numerous coils performing as transmitters
are embedded in the street surface. The latter is supplied with electrical strength. This works as follows: The coils
within the pavement produce a magnetic area by using cutting-edge. The magnetic subject guarantees that the coil at the
vehicle receives this and may remodel it back into electric electricity. This produced electricity is used to charge the
battery that runs the motor. The main techniques are based on a resonant coupling among the transmitter coil and the
receiving coil. “in this technique, the receiving coil may be very nicely-tuned to the transmitting frequency to maximize
the strength delivered via the wireless charging gap,” The receiver antenna is set up on the bottom of the vehicle. “Its
position needs to guide a mirrored interface with the transmitter antenna,”. “The real role below the auto is less
essential than making sure proper interface with the transmitter antenna. The actual length is pushed by means of the
layout electricity switch charge. With the enclosures, for EVs, the antennas will range in length from 24 × 30 inches, ±6
inches in any specific measurement. The width of the antennas will variety from 1.5 to 4inches, relying on the character
of the related power electronics.”The charging is done while the EV is parked and not operational for an extended
period at a stationary point, such as a garage or parking lot.
II. METHODOLOGY
Aim of the task is to layout and expand the electrical car charging device to charge an electric powered car battery the
use of wireless electricity switch approach
1. Designing the primary and secondary coils for better power transfer.
2. Testing and simulating the obtained losses for the amount of power to be transferred through wirelessly.
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3.
4.
5.

Designing the power electronics circuit for better rectification.
Supplying the power and testing the charging level of the battery.
The developed system will be connected to a car battery and its functioning will be observed and charging
time is recorded.
Wireless charging uses an electromagnetic field to transfer energy between two objects through electromagnetic
induction. Energy is sent through an inductive coupling to an electrical device, which can then use that energy to charge
batteries or run the device.

Fig. 1. Block diagram showing the working principle of a wireless charger for electric vehicle.
The input of 230V, 50Hz is given to a transformer which steps down the voltage to 12v. The AC power from the
transformer is given to primary coil that's implanted in the charging station under street (platform) and additionally to
rectifier to rectify and filter to natural DC by way of clear out circuit. This pure DC is once more regulated by the DC
regulator. This output of the regulator is fed as supply to the embedded circuitry. The number one coil Flux is
radiated out from the primary of the coil and gets caused with secondary of the coil present in the EV (below
the chassis). The lithium-ion battery present within the car receives charged. ADC is used to convert Analog to
digital alerts as input to embedded circuitry. An embedded programming is done to understand the charging level
of the battery. a miniature model of electrical car with lithium-ion battery which acts as a load on this version. the
Secondary coil established on miniature version of electrical vehicle. The primary coil is set up beneath the
platform (street). the glowing of the LED suggests while the primary and the secondary are in reasonable variety
for WPT
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
Transfer of power wirelessly was discovered and applied by Nikola Tesla. He invented the concept of WPT. This
was further improved by other scientists and it was implemented in many applications. Applications like wireless
mobile charging, electromagnetic toothbrush, electric vehicles etc., were invented. Electric vehicles were major
breakthrough in the fields of Automobile and Transportation [1]. Most approaches to wireless power transfer
use an electromagnetic (EM) field of some frequency as the means by which the energy is sent. At the high
frequency end of the spectrum are optical techniques that use lasers to send power via a collimated beam of light to a
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remote detector where the received photons are converted to electrical energy. Efficient transmission over large
distances is possible with this approach; however, complicated pointing and tracking mechanisms are needed to
maintain proper alignment between moving transmitters and receivers
IV. CONCLUSION
the study on wireless electricity switch using inductive coupling has a lot thing in phrases distance of number one and
secondary coil, quantity of turns, region of the coil. Proper alignment and positioning of the coil is carried out in
this venture. A miniature model demonstration with power getting transferred from number one to secondary is
performed. The same idea should be followed with scaling functions in electric powered automobiles.
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